Word Search Puzzle

This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle.
The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you've entered them.
The circled cells - from the top, left to right - spell out this puzzle's answer.

Retro Cross #27          Solution: 10 letters

(3) DRY ELO ENL GHO INC JIM KDI
LSD POY RED (4) AGED ALPO COLE DR NO
ENOS EPIC ESAU GRAM HILI huge ICED
IDOL IVES JABS LIKE LOBO NERO OYND
POND RATE RIOT SOUL TDSN TMAN TNOS
YEDI (5) ACELA ADORN ASAHI BORED BYRON
ELLER EPETO ESSEN HASON I-CHAT ILIAD LOREN
MARLY MELTS MOANY Rolen RULES SLEDS SPORT
TOSCA VOUCH (6) ESKIMO IBERIA IN A DAY MISS ME
SEAL UP STUART THRUSH (7) EMBARKS ISLANDS MISS ME
(9) DUCKTAILS EARLY RISE HULA HOOPS ONE OR MORE
(12) COONSKIN CAPS POODLE SKIRTS